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Please read the following notice carefully before proceeding to read this Light Paper document issued by 

Ole-stars Limited, a company incorporated and existing under the laws of the Republic of Estonia 

(hereinafter – the “Company”). This notice applies to all persons who read this document. Please note this 

notice or Light Paper may be altered or updated. 

The Light Paper does not constitute any relations between you (hereinafter – “you” or “Holder”) and the 

Company. 

Acquiring of OLE Tokens is available only after accepting the Terms of Token Sale (hereinafter – “OLE”). 

Acquisition of OLE Tokens does not present an exchange of crypto currencies for any form of ordinary 

shares of the Company and a Holder of OLE tokens is not entitled to any guaranteed form of dividend.  

OLE Tokens are not intended to constitute securities in any jurisdiction. This Light Paper does not 

constitute a prospectus or offer document of any sort, and is not intended to constitute an offer of 

securities or a solicitation for investments in securities in any jurisdiction. 

This Light Paper is for information purposes only. The contents of this Light Paper are not a financial 

promotion. 

Therefore, none of the contents of this Light Paper serve as an invitation or inducement to engage in any 

sort of investment activity. 

Prospective acquirers of OLE Tokens should carefully consider and evaluate all risks and uncertainties 

associated with the crypto currencies, Ole-stars Limited and their respective businesses and operations, 

the OLE Tokens and the OLE Token offering. Familiarize yourself with all the information set out in this 

White Paper.  

Ensure that you are aware of all of the, would be risks prior to obtaining OLE Tokens. We recommend that 

you seek out independent financial advice before engaging in any sort of business endeavor. 

With an extensive team with experience in multiple areas of artist discovery, technology and gamification of 

the user experience. The founders had a vision to change the way agencies find and grow talent. A goal to 

make the unnecessarily difficult and slow process much easier and more cost effective for all involved.   

 

This vision has grown and we are now ready to launch our OLE platform in the Asian region. With the use 

of blockchain technology, OLE Token and Shining coin we can finally evolve into the regional leading agent 

platform. We envision a worldwide decentralized process where the full control and security lies in the hands 

of our partners, and our community, making slow time to market and communication problems a thing of 

the past. 
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OLE is a revolutionary way to look at the entertainment industry, our approach asks the question who knows 

the next big star, only the consumers themselves.  

Sharing this knowledge with Agencies will enable them to make more informed decisions and move more 

quickly , producers, directors cannot tell what the next big trend will be so we believe it time to put the power 

in the consumers hands, connecting agents directly with the community and rewarding both sides makes 

our solution ground breaking and sustainable.  

Developed with open-source technology, built to be scalable, making the platform open to global 

opportunities, and supplying support for all involved. 

At its core, OLE platform is a marketplace for agents to share talent across regions and receive feedback 

directly from the community so enabling the clearing of inefficiencies and improving the processes from the 

traditional industry approach.  

Providing funding directly to an agency and listening to the consumers directly, so reducing risk and saving 

valuable time, by engaging with the community at a new level consumers become incentivized to follow an  
artist trek to the very top of the industry. 
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o Agencies & Artists will gain direct access to consumer support through funding and direct interaction with 

consumers, leading to greater exposure and wider recognition among the community. 

o Improved visibility to the consumers habits, knowing where their content is being consumed and where 

their generating the most enthusiasm and fan interest. 

o Artist can gain valuable insight into demographics of fans, knowing where and when content is consumed 

is very valuable, understanding where generated revenue comes from. 

o Artist will also benefit from direct guidance and assistance provided by platform evangelists and 

community experts, contributing to success for rising stars  

o Consumer will enjoy increased access and interaction with the artist, where fans have the ability to directly 

influence the direction of the music they love. 

o Voting and other support features enable the platform power production and event planning decision, 

leaving important powers in the community’s hands 

o Utilizing both a token & coin, OLE token is used to gain access to the platform, and Shining coin will be 

used as a micro payments and for purchasing items online, voting and gift giving, this makes for more 

stable Token price, and more vibrant fast-paced coin payment platform. Shining coin will be used quickly 

and easily, while token are to be held by users more long term.  

OLE Token ecosystem is developed in such a way that constant demand for the OLE token will be 

generated and managed.  Since the participants in the platform can support new artist directly or by 

buying artist merchandise only using Shining coin that is acquired using OLE tokens, the demand for the 

OLE is expected to grow exponentially as it’s used, as the number of agencies & artist increase we in 

turn expect the total number of users joining the community to grow, and strengthen the community. 
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1 Token = $10 USD 
1 Token  = 10,000 Shining coin 

User / Fan 
Membership  Shining coin 

1 Token = 10,000 Shinning coin 
Agent fees 

Agent membership fee  Token 
$100,000 USD or 1,000,000 token 

Agent fee to enroll an artist = 100,000 token 

Artist require channels to interact with fans, need support and guidance in best ways to approach their 

audience both on social and in person at events, OLE ensures artist can control access points to fans, 

allowing the artist share with their fan Shining coin, this means so much to both the artist and fan, building a 

relationship and ensuring influencers have the incentive to focus on the artist.   

Creating a new market for Agency’s globally, giving them access to larger opportunities through investment by 

the OLE Platform, incorporating blockchain technology and introducing the OLE Token, a new currency 

completely specialized in the serving of agents in the talent industry 
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Successful artist will be produced on the OLE platform and generate revenue for the platform based on the 

following model, divided into three main sections of income: 

 

Revenue generated in this category will consist of commercial and community actions, including but not 

limited to, synchronization rights for television shows, commercials, movies, trailers & video games, etc. 

 

Revenue in this category will be derived from the content sold via the platform and mobile networks, including 

music sales, live / concert tickets, original goods, other premium goods / content. 

 

Revenue in this category will come from a number of different areas, some of the main categories will be 

social media, alliance promotion companies, tie ups & advertising 

OLE token are sold as annual membership to the platform for consumer and agents, and can be used as 

collateral for the purchasing of Shining coins. 

 

OLE can be purchased from the issuing company, new issuer and from the owners. Otherwise, planned in the 

near future purchasing from a virtual currency exchange. 

 

The basic OLE platform has been planned and one lighthouse customer has been selected as the first agent 

to offer artists. In order to achieve mass distribution of these products, marketing activities like large-scale 

promotions will be implemented.  

OLE is based on the Etherium token standard, will be used for all investment operations, profit, distributions and 

managers’ token trading on the internal exchange. 

All tokens will be created during the Token Sale period. The number of tokens is limited, and the subsequent 

issuance of tokens is technically impossible. 

We believe the community plays an important role in the introduction of OLE Project, hence we want our 

community to be able to participate in our future growth. 
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 --- June 2018  

o OLE-STARS Project Planning & Development 

 --- July 2018  

o First Lighthouse Customer to platform 

 --- August 2018  

o Marketing & Roadshow 

 --- December 2018 

o Beta launch of platform, VIP members accepted 

 --- December 2018  

o Pre-Private Sale 

 --- January 2019, 1st 

o 1 Private-Sale  

 --- January 2019, 6th 

o 2 Private-Sale  

 --- January 2019 ,12th 

o 3 Private-Sale  

 --- January 2019, 18th 

o ICO Listing on DigiFinex Exchange Singapore 

 --- March 2019, 15th 

o IEO Listing on BitoPro Exchange Taiwan 

Token number is limited and subsequent issuance is not allowed, the price of OLE token will be determined by 

demand to join the OLE Platform, as more agents join and artist numbers increase we expect great demand 

for tokens 

Demand will grow due to the following factors: 

1. All investment operations will be executed in OLE tokens, accordingly increase in the use of OLE Platform 

will increase demand for tokens 

2. The volume of the potential market supported by OLE significant exceeds the tokens market capitalization 

at the time of the Public token sale. 

3. OLE Project team have a well-thought-out development and marketing plan that will consistently increase 

the projects audience and the amount of investments 
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We are organizing a crowd sale to raise $50 million USD to grow our team and deliver new opportunities in the 

entertainment industry, expand our services an open new international markets. 

 

Issuer Ole-stars 

Token name OLE 

Token type 
Utility token, Etherium 

based  

Token Contract ERC-20 

Start date December 18st 2018 

Accepted currencies ETH 

Total token to be issued 
60,000,000,000 in case of 

840.000ETH (Hard Cap) 

% available for crowd sale 50% 

%  private & pre-sale 25% 

% founder/advisors /legal 15% 

Reserve & M&A & Future 

Strategic Option 
10% 

KYC  Mandatory Yes by KYC 

 

Lock-up Details 

Pre Private Sale 
Listing 10% sell 30% 

release per month 

Private Sales 
Listing 10% sell 30% 

release per month 

Crowd Sale 
Listing 20%sell 20% 

release per month 

Founders 

1 year after listing can sell 

50% 

1 and Half after listing sell 

25% 

2 years after listing can sell 

25% 

Legal / Advisor 

3 months after listing can 

sell 30% 

6 months after listing can 

sell 35% 

9 months after listing can 

sell 35% 
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 (Chan Hoi-Lun ♂) is a Taiwanese artist, known for his 

extensive career across TV, TV Dramas, Movies, Radio and as a Singer. His 
careers started at the age of 8 years old, and his starred in more than one 

hundred TV shows and movies. His career includes many famous movies, such 
as "The Earth Warrior", "The Emperor of Heaven ", "The Father's Biography", 

"Your Cold Hand" and so on.  “ 
Chen Kailun, has multiple awards and nominations including, 26th Broadcast 

Golden Bell Award, 33rd Radio Golden Bell Award for Best Variety Show, 43rd 

Radio Golden Bell Award, and in 1999 as finalist of the Golden Bell Award for 

Best Social Education and Culture Program Host. In 1993 he was awarded 

the China Broadcasting Award by the China literature and Art Association

All-S Entertainment is newly established by Jong-seok Lee, the previous CEO of Dream-T Entertainment. Lee 
produced and led Girl’s Day and MAP6 to stardom, Lee has secured a reputation for guiding talents to success. 

All-S Entertainment is looking to widen the spectrum of the company from successfully training idols stars to K-
pop vocal / training academy, production of drama, and investment in artistic contents. We look forward to 
working with All-S Entertainment to help enable opportunities and grow community engagement on our 
innovative OLE-Platform, giving artist, agents and the community the opportunity to excel. 
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Five person group with the fans becoming 
the sixth member, a cool edgy dance 
performance, with strong visuals, passionate 
moves and sometimes a prince smile. 

Also known as D-Crunch. They are a 9-member boy group 
set to debut in August under All-S Company. 
 
Their name has a special meaning! It is meant to mean 
that they are a group that is able to crush diamonds with 
their powerful music and performances! So, it definitely will 
be interesting to see.


